STATEMENT THAT ARGUMENT IS TRUE AND CORRECT

CALIFORNIA CODES ELECTIONS CODE SECTION 9600

All arguments concerning measures filed pursuant to this division shall be accompanied by the following form statement, to be signed by each proponent and by each author, if different, of the argument:

The undersigned proponent(s) or author(s) of the

__________________________________________________________________(primary/rebuttal)

argument ________________________________ ballot proposition

(in favor of/against)

__________________________________ at the _______________________ election

(name or number)                      (title of election)

for the ___________________________ to be held on _________________ hereby

(jurisdiction)                      (date)

state that this argument is true and correct to the best of _____________ knowledge

(his/her/their)

and belief.

Signed _______________________   Print Name:________________________

Signed _______________________   Print Name ________________________

Signed _______________________   Print Name ________________________

Date ________________
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